Speech elicits a phase-locked response in the auditory cortex that is dominated by theta (3-7 Hz) frequencies 24 when observed via magnetoencephalography (MEG). This phase-locked response is potentially explained as 25 new phase-locked activity superimposed on the ongoing theta oscillation or, alternatively, as phase-resetting 26 of the ongoing oscillation. The conventional method used to distinguish between the two hypotheses is the 27 comparison of post-to prestimulus amplitude for the phase-locked frequency across a set of trials. In theory, 28 increased amplitude indicates the presence of additive activity, while unchanged amplitude points to phase-29 resetting. However, this interpretation may not be valid if the amplitude of ongoing background activity also 30 changes following the stimulus. In this study, we employ a new approach that circumvents this problem.
U N C O R R E C T E D P R O O F 1
Introduction

46
Natural speech stimuli give rise to neuronal activity that is phase- proposes that new phase-locked activity, generated in response to 59 the stimulus, is superimposed on unchanged background activity.
60
The phase-resetting theory, strictly interpreted, proposes that the 
86
In this study, we pursue an analytical approach that allows us to 87 distinguish between additive activity and pure phase-resetting even 88 in the presence of changes in background oscillation amplitude.
89
Specifically, we utilize a fine-grained time-frequency analysis of the a hand-held button press immediately after sentence completion.
173
The sole purpose of this task was to keep subjects alert and attending
174
to the stimuli in order to enhance the phase-locked evoked "signal"
175
to background "noise" ratio (SNR) (Davis, 1964 
191
Data processing
192
The recorded responses to the pretest tone stimuli were averaged,
193
noise-reduced off-line using the CALM algorithm (Adachi et al., 194 2001), and base-line corrected. The results were then averaged across and Steinsträter, 1998), the topography at the M100 peak (97 ms)
201
was used to determine a set of 80 auditory cortex activity channels,
202
with 20 selected from each quadrant (Fig. 1 ).
203
The recorded responses to the experimental stimuli were noise- 
229 230 where θ knij and A knij are, respectively, the phase and amplitude for 231 frequency bin i and time bin j in trial n and group k with N =18 232 (total number of trials) for this analysis. The cross-trial coherence 233 values were used to compute a dissimilarity function for each frequen-234 cy bin i defined as:
237 238 239
For this analysis, J = 32 (total number of time bins) and K = 3
240
(total number of groups nels (see Fig. 1 ). Grand averages across subjects were then computed
248
for the 80-channel mean dissimilarity index values.
249
Amplitude and phase modulation analyses
250
The analysis of co-modulation of phase coherence and amplitude
251
was performed utilizing those subjects whose response data exhibited phase-locked responses to speech stimuli were examined.
278
The first part of the analysis investigated differences in the ampli- 
to the mean amplitude spectrum of segment 3, and the ongoing across subjects to obtain a grand average.
305
For each subject, the evoked response for each sentence was com-306 puted by averaging the 4500 ms epoch data across the 120 trials. and frequency bins from 2 to 50 Hz to determine the expected value.
327
The second part of the analysis examined the relationship be- bin f was computed as:
335 336 where A fktn is the amplitude for frequency bin f at time bin t in trial n, 337 N is total trials (120) and T is the number of time bins reflecting only 338 the prestimulus portion of the response (26). Mean differences in 339 amplitude relative to the mean prestimulus amplitude (percent) for 340 sentence k were then computed for each frequency f and time bin t as:
341 342 343
Cross-trial phase coherence as a function of frequency and time 344 was computed as:
345 346 where θ fktn is the phase for frequency bin f at time bin t for trial n 347 of sentence k. limits were positive (negative) for the specified α level.
398
Results
399
Power and phase dissimilarity
400
The grand average phase dissimilarity index for the auditory chan- plitude spectra for the prestimulus activity (Fig. 3a) shows the (Fig. 3b) over the course of the response.
453
The grand average time-frequency distribution for phase coher-454 ence (Fig. 4a) indicates that post-stimulus phase coherence is mainly onset period that appears to increase slightly with time (Fig. 6a) .
488
Mean amplitude change and phase coherence for data points with phase coherence values close to zero (b0.01) show mean amplitude 490 change ≈0.0 during the prestimulus period, as expected (Fig. 6b) .
491
During the onset period, amplitude change is significantly greater tensity levels to three subjects (inter-tone interval unknown but 570 ≥924 ms). They found significant phase coherence increases at~1-571 13 Hz that were consistently significant across stimulus levels and 572 subjects for the 1-7 Hz range. Furthermore, they observed significant 573 amplitude increases at~1-7 Hz that were consistently significant 574 across stimulus levels and subjects for the 3-5 Hz range. Jansen et al. investigation is required to determine the validity of this prediction.
706
With respect to attention, our hypothesis is consistent with find- rhythms in brisk and slow self-paced finger movements of dominant and nondo-and temporal structure of stimulus information in the phase of field potentials of
